Documentary Filmmakers
and Social Change: a Survey of
True/False 2014 Filmmakers

Aggregate, a Seattle-based creative strategy group
that works with nonprofits and foundations to
bring people and resources together to create
social change, surveyed the nonfiction filmmakers
whose films screened at the True/False Film Fest
in early 2014. We wanted to understand how the
filmmakers feel about their films’ ability to create
social change, whether doing so was a priority
for them and how they felt about measuring this
social change—or social impact.

True/False is not a social impact documentary
film festival. As the festival shares in its mission
statement, it exists “to champion the best new
nonfiction filmmaking.” The organizers’ goal
is to “promote art, dialogue and deepen our
community’s understanding of each other and
the world at large.” Some could (easily) say that
this is social change, but the organizers are clear
that they put good storytelling—and storytellers—
above all else. You’d be hard pressed to find a
traditional, didactic advocacy film among the
films that have screened at True/False over the
past eleven years.

Can filmmakers change the world?
Do you believe that nonfiction
films can create social change?
91% responded yes

Do you believe that your
True/False 2014 film can
contribute to social change?
72% responded yes

42% very important
39% neutral
19% unimportant

We asked the filmmakers to tell us
how they would define “social change,”
offering them four options to rank.
47% ranked “increased awareness of an issue that needs to be addressed” as the top choice

26% ranked “change in popular opinion over time” as the top choice

9% ranked “change in government or corporate policy” as the top choice

6% ranked “movement building/creating advocates” as the top choice

12% selected “other”

The “other” definitions of social
change included the following
Change in consciousness
Seeing things from a different or “richer” point of view
A new morality through the development of a
“critical attitude” and empathetic view of reality —
“ours or others”
“Films that cause others to become unselfish and
outwardly focused and create a desire in people to help
other people”
“It is a matter of democracy to make films for the need
to tell a story and not the commercial value of it”

We asked the filmmakers to te
ll us why
it was that they made nonficti
on films.
We gave them four reasons and
asked them to indicate if each
was important to them.

92%
expressing
myself
artistically

89%
exploring new
ideas/curiosity

74%
meeting and
working with
new people

17%
making money

Other motivations
“Creating an emotional experience for the audience”

“To have a tool that captures the drama of life in action
and to make something so big that the story will make
me discover something about life that I did not know
before — something beyond my own reality”

Are there plans to do outreach?
More than half of the filmmakers who responded (56%) said
they had no plans to do any outreach that could increase the
potential for their True/False 2014 film to create social change.
Of those...

42% no time/budget
29% not important
15% don’t know how
14% other

77%

planned to
work with
another
organization/
individual

Can we measure impact?

83%

do not think
there are already
effective ways
to measure the
social change
created by a film

66%

and
are just fine with
that, answering
no to the question
“Do you think
there should be
metrics to measure
the social change
created by a film?”

Can we measure impact?
When we asked the filmmakers to
explain their answers, they had
quite a bit to say. Some seemed to
feel like things were sufficient as
they are, although they were open
to new possibilities.
Others saw the value and
encouraged those who might
want to measure impact to think
creatively about how to do so.

Can we measure impact?
“Facebook, Twitter and policy changes seem to be the best. Perhaps there
are better ways.”
“I don’t think a film’s value should be solely measured by its effectiveness
to inspire change as it’s just one potential tool in a larger campaign. But I
don’t see why it wouldn’t be valuable to try and gauge a film’s impact.”
“This seems like a difficult thing to quantify—would love to figure out
some kind of user engagement/repost/‘buzz’ meter that could decipher
if viewers read follow up articles/reposted or suggested screenings of the
film/researched more on the topic.”
“The words planted on films after screenings are usually from critics and
their kind words help the life of the film, but it also matters to me what
a high school student or grandmother thought. I would like for there
to be a way to collect everyone’s thoughts so they dialogue includes
more people. That would allow for more measurement of social change/
impact. Maybe True/False can try to set up such a response system at
their festival.”

Others expressed concern
about what the impact of
metrics could be and if
true social change could
even be measured.

Can we measure impact?
“It’s dependent on too many factors.”
“It’s really difficult to measure global changes. This movement will
develop over a long time and in a different context. If it comes to
a particular subject, it would be easier than in the case of political
consciousness and attitude.”
“It would be nice to be able to measure, but unless there is a specific
call to action in a film for the audience to get involved, it would be
nearly impossible to measure for us.”
“Metrics are great for funders, but I think you can’t really measure
emotional impact, which is paramount.”

But many who felt
compelled to comment
expressed concern about
the negative impact that
measurement could have.

Can we measure impact?
“My growing opinion on measuring social change is that one should not
expect to measure the success of a film’s impact. I believe that is a narrow
view for how films can affect people. Certainly, some films easily fit into
that and can be easily measured, but it’s not a one size fits all situation
and my favorite docs do not put the issue first.”
“If we measure the social change created by a film, we might be close to a
dangerous border that we should not cross: the use of a film as a tool for
something else than Art.”
“I see documentary film as storytelling and a form of art, not as a vehicle
to social change. Value and equal consideration should be given to films
that fail by these measures but have lasting value as works of art.”
“I think it’s worth exploring and utilizing metrics, but caution should be
exercised in deploying them as a measurement of intrinsic social change
value and equal consideration should be given to films that fail by these
measures but have lasting value as works of art.”

Can we measure impact?
“I generally don’t like the idea of applying metrics for any artistic genre.
I think we should all be wary of the direction that documentary has
taken in the last decade; just as it seemed to be emerging from the
box of social sciences, it’s being confined once again to ‘social change.’
Why must documentary be solely and unilaterally shouldered with
the burden of advancing issues and causes? I believe, as you do at True/
False, that a documentary film should be judged first by its artistic
achievements. Please don’t let this survey be a sign that you too are
falling into the cul-de-sac thinking that documentary must not only be
focused through someone else’s definition of social change but now it
must be measurable?!”
“Films are films. If they are a visually interesting experience, spark
conversation and inspire people to engage new ideas, they’re successful.
Films should not be reduces to advertisements, no matter how worthy
the cause. They need to exist on their own terms. If they’re good, they’ll
get people thinking. Art can inspire advocacy; I’m not so sure about the
reverse.”

 4% of respondents
6
were directors
27% producers
7% editors
2% dp/composers

28% first film
46% 2- 4 films
13% 5-10 films
13% 10+ films
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